
Swing Trading Stocks 
and Options 
with Tradytics
A comprehensive guide on how to use 
Tradytics to swing trade stocks



What is Tradytics

We are an Artificial 
Intelligence Driven trading 
platform that develops a 
wide variety of tools to help 
you get an edge in the 
market.



Where is the edge?

We analyze over a million data points every day 
from options flow, intraday stocks data, news, 
insiders trades, and more.

Based on this analysis, our proprietary AI 
algorithms extract useful information that helps 
us gauge market directions well before time.



Our toolkit

Markets and 
Individual Tickers

Options AI 
Tools

Stocks, Crypto 
AI Tools

Scanners, News, 
Miscellaneous
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Our most frequently asked question

How do I understand so many 
tools?



Our toolkit

Markets and 
Individual Tickers

Options AI 
Tools

Stocks, Crypto 
AI Tools

Scanners, News, 
MiscellaneousSolution

Onboarding traders based on their 
preferences of what would they 
like to do e.g day trading, swing 

trading etc



This Guide

Markets and 
Individual Tickers

Options AI 
Tools

Stocks, Crypto 
AI Tools

Scanners, News, 
Miscellaneous

This guide is about people who 
want to swing trade stocks & 

options



www.tradytics.com/scany

Scany
Scany is Tradytics Scanner that scans over 5000 

stocks every day and finds setups based on 
different criteria.

Part 1: What to trade?



Most people have scanners that alert them for 
different trading setups, we have Tradytics Scanner for you.

www.tradytics.com/scany

Part 1: What to trade?
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Part 1: What to trade?

www.tradytics.com/scany

Filter using your own criteria

Tradytics filters

Good swing 
trading filters



Part 1: What to trade?
Scany Example # 1: Breakout Filter

www.tradytics.com/scany

All alerts 
for each
ticker

Breakouts today with price less than 10 dollars.



Part 1: What to trade?
Scany Example # 1: Breakout Filter

www.tradytics.com/scany

Breakouts today with price less than 10 dollars.

The link icon opens 
stock dashboard

Let’s go there



Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 1: Breakout Filter
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6 month 
breakout
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For swing trading, always draw out the support resistance 
lines  on daily chart
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Important buttons for 
swing trading

For swing trading, always draw out the support resistance 
lines  on daily chart

The next resistance line

Exact Price of SR 
Line
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www.tradytics.com/scany

For swing trading, always draw out the support resistance 
lines  on daily chart

The next resistance line

Exact Price of SR 
Line

Tip on trading with Support and Resistance lines

1. Always buy at support and sell at resistance

2. However, if price breaks out of resistance, get in again with a 
stop loss one ATR below the resistance level

3. Similarly, when buying at support, set up the stop loss one ATR 
below the support level.

4. If the next SR level is close to the current level, you can also set 
up your stop loss there

average true range

Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 1: Breakout Filter



www.tradytics.com/scany

Enter when price breaks 
out of resistance

Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 1: Breakout Filter



Part 1: What to trade?

What if I do not want to do my own due 
diligence and just use the power of your AI 

toolkits? Is there something for me?



www.tradytics.com/scany

Tradytics entry exit 
recommendation engine

Use our entry exits recommendation engine to see if there is an 
entry right now or in the last 2-3 days

Buy Alert Buy Alert

Could have sold here because there is a resistance

Not every signal is going to be perfect, please always use your own judgement as well. This 
example is intentional to show that some signals are extremely well times but some are not

Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 1: Breakout Filter



Part 1: What to trade?
Scany Example # 2: Value Zone Filter

www.tradytics.com/scany

Let us take another look at the value zone filter
In an uptrend, you should only buy when price is in the value zone to maximize your profits

Hovering over the 
icon will show 
description of 
each filter



Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 2: Value Zone Filter

www.tradytics.com/scany

Uptrend



www.tradytics.com/scany

Uptrend

Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 2: Value Zone Filter

Our engine automatically 
gets out of bad positions 
immediately



www.tradytics.com/scany

Uptrend

Whenever price was between the 20 
and 50 moving averages (value zone), 
we had excellent entries that would 
have given us great profits

Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 2: Value Zone Filter



www.tradytics.com/scany

Let us take another look at the value zone filter
In an uptrend, you should only buy when price is in the value zone to maximize your profits

Hovering over the 
icon will show 
description of 
each filter

Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 2: Value Zone Filter



Part 1: What to trade?
Scany Example # 3: Synthetic VIX

www.tradytics.com/scany

Synthetic VIX is a premium scanner. If you don’t understand a scanner, 
please google it to read more about it.



Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 3: Synthetic VIX

www.tradytics.com/scany

Synthetic VIX setups usually give you great entry points for long setups. It is better that a 
stock is in an uptrend already for this scanner to work well.

Already at Support Level, Good Pick by 
Synthetic VIX



Part 2: How to trade?
Scany Example # 3: Synthetic VIX

www.tradytics.com/scany

You can always combine your research with our entry exit recommendation engine



www.tradytics.com/options-psychic
www.tradytics.com/stock-prophet

Tradytics AI Tools
We have 2 AI tools that predict weekly stock 

movement

Alerts from these tools are valid for a maximum of five days. The tools only predict whether the price of the stock 
will go up or down. They do not predict direct entries and exits. You need to use other methods as described in 
prior slides to get good entries and exits.

Part 1: What to trade?

http://www.tradytics.com/options-psychic
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Tradytics AI Tools
We have 2 AI tools that predict weekly stock 

movement

Alerts from these tools are valid for a maximum of five days. The tools only predict whether the price of the stock 
will go up or down. They do not predict direct entries and exits. You need to use other methods as described in 
prior slides to get good entries and exits.

Part 1: What to trade?

Why 2 different tools?

Stock Prophet Options Psychic

AI uses price action, 
technical indicators, 
and volume to make 

predictions.

AI uses options flow to 
make predictions.

Same task to predict (price movement), different inputs. It’s better if both tools 
have the same opinion about a stock

http://www.tradytics.com/options-psychic


Part 1: What to trade? (Stocks & Options)

www.tradytics.com/options-psychic



Part 1: What to trade? (Stocks)

Click on the link icons to go to 
the stock dashboard and do 
further research

www.tradytics.com/stock-prophet



Options activity can provide you great insights into how 
a stock might move in the short and long term

www.tradytics.com/options-dashboard

Part 1: What to trade? (Option 
Contracts)
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Options activity can provide you great insights into how 
a stock might move in the short and long term

Part 1: What to trade? (Option 
Contracts)



More Research Tools for Swing Trading

www.tradytics.com/trade-sent

It also helps to go over some of the recent important 
news articles before swinging a stock.



Videos

● How to find the best swing trading setups with 
Tradytics

More videos will be added with time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJwlrwsrCj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJwlrwsrCj8


Thank You

Shoot us a message on our discord if you need more help


